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I. INTRODUCTION

“The things which are naturally everybody’s are: air, flowing water, the sea, and the seashore. So nobody can be stopped from going on to the seashore. But he must keep away from houses, monuments, and buildings. Unlike the sea, right to those things are not determined by the law of all peoples.”

— JUSTINIAN I, INSTITUTES

In mid-2017, disagreements over the terms of access to each other’s propriety data led two private Chinese companies to a rare public spat that invited unusual intervention by the State’s regulatory agency that is supervising their market activities. The tit-for-tat escalations saw a clash of billionaire personalities, but, more importantly, thrust into the limelight the principal question facing China’s internet platform economy: who owns the big data of China’s US $910 billion online retailing market?1

SF Express (顺丰), China’s largest private carrier by market value,2 precipitated the standoff in late May against its largest e-commerce partner, Cainiao (菜鸟), who is the logistics arm of e-commerce giant Alibaba Group founded by Jack Ma.3 The deadlock between the two originated from a decision by SF Express to decline a data-sharing request from Cainiao, which insisted upon unspecified access to propriety data on all packages handled by SF Express.4 Within this data request, Cainiao had asked for details on SF Express’s non-Cainiao and non-Alibaba deliveries; many of which also involved the company’s deliveries for other online retailers.5 Consequent to SF Express’s denial of data access, both companies disconnected from each other’s data interfaces on SF Express’s last-mile delivery solution, Hive Box.6 Moreover, Alibaba retaliated by entirely blocking SF Express’s access to Cainiao through temporarily de-listing the company as a service provider option from all of its online shopping markets, including Taobao and T-mall, which account for three-quarters of total e-commerce market share in China.7

The rift threatened to break up one of the largest and most valuable partnerships in China’s booming e-commerce market.8 It also attracted the attention of China’s State Post Bureau (国家邮政局), the government agency
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regulating the postal service in China.\textsuperscript{10} The clash between the two e-commerce titans caused a major disruption for the delivery of over a hundred million packages and triggered a 3.54 percent loss in SF Express’s share price—or, US$1.2 billion (CN¥ 7.74 billion)—from the Shenzhen Stock Exchange in under a day.\textsuperscript{11} The State Post Bureau, in a rare occasion, intervened directly and urged both sides to “take the big picture into consideration” and to “preserve the market order and consumers’ rights and benefits.”\textsuperscript{12} After government-mediated negotiations, SF Express and Cainiao agreed to an armistice and ended a potentially costly data war, which could have impacted many more hundreds of millions of merchants and consumers in China.\textsuperscript{13}

This incident reveals at least two important themes related to data commercialization. First, as big data analytics powered by artificial intelligence (AI) become central features of commerce across sectors and worldwide, data have shifted from by-products of industrial, commercial, and consumer activities to prized resources in their own right.\textsuperscript{14} Second, as data becomes the “new oil,”\textsuperscript{15} the legal concept of data ownership becomes a fundamental issue to be determined. For example, some of the world’s largest corporations already treat data as a new type of property—an asset that is “created, manufactured, processed, stored, transferred, licensed, sold, and stolen.”\textsuperscript{16}

Ownership is an important foundational concept upon which transactions in digital information proceed. Canadian scholar, Teresa Scassa, identifies a number of contexts in which issues of data ownership are fundamental.\textsuperscript{17} Principally, the issue of data ownership decides which companies and organizations can extract perpetual commercial value from these data.\textsuperscript{18} Secondarily, Scassa also recognizes the complicated relationship between data ownership and competition and antitrust law.\textsuperscript{19} For instance, she points out that excessive concentrations of certain types of data controlled by big internet companies can lead to monopolies.\textsuperscript{20} Tertiarily, data ownership weighs heavily in the debate on personal data privacy protection.\textsuperscript{21} Finally, clarity of data ownership is necessary for particular public policy agendas, such as creating more competitive data-based industries.\textsuperscript{22} For example, many governments, as part of the open data movement,\textsuperscript{23} are making their data available for reuse under open licenses.\textsuperscript{24}

Issues of data ownership are common across multiple jurisdictions and regions. In the United States, ongoing litigation between LinkedIn and companies that scrape LinkedIn’s platform data raises a number of critical issues around ownership and control over publicly accessible platform data.\textsuperscript{25} In the European Union, the evolving European model of data protection, i.e., the General Data Protection Regulation, grants individuals a series of sui generis rights—a quasi-ownership rights regime in data that gives individuals increased control over “their” personal data,
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including rights of erasure and data portability rights. In Canada, the now-defunct Sidewalk Toronto Project triggered considerable discussion about who will own any data generated by this public-private partnership. In China, ongoing legal battles among the big tech companies over consumer data again highlight this grey area of data ownership. In each of these examples, the growing economic importance of data raises serious questions about who “owns” data and what data “ownership” entails (hereinafter, the “twin questions”).

This Article analyzes the question of who “owns” data in China. Despite the growing economic role of data, the current global legal regime lacks a comprehensive framework on data property rights. As Scassa illustrates, the extent to which law recognizes property rights in data is, at best, unsettled, and who owns or should own data is a question without a definitive answer. Nevertheless, control over data can be asserted through a variety of means. On the one hand, technological means, e.g., control over data infrastructures, can be deployed to prevent data access by others. On the other hand, the existing legal regimes, e.g., intellectual property (“IP”) rights (copyright and trade secrecy) and competition law, may help protect certain data assets when data ownership in general is not defined. Nevertheless, these existing legal frameworks are increasingly proving insufficient to deal with the challenges of today’s big data-driven economy.

Like many other jurisdictions, China has some law under existing legal regimes that protects basic data rights but lacks a comprehensive legal framework that answers the twin questions. The uncertain legal milieu has led to heated disputes between companies and between the private and public sectors over access and control of big data. However, despite the legal ambiguity, the digital economy has boomed in the country without specification of data ownership. How has China managed the massive growth of its data markets and inter-company data disputes without any legal determinations as to who owns data? This Article examines the particular case of data ownership within the Chinese jurisdiction by reviewing the existing legal regimes in China, along with some of the strategies and means in which Chinese private companies and state agencies use to access data or to adjudicate its control. Thus far, China has established a data governance framework through private litigation applying the principle of unfair competition within the court system, with some high-profile cases addressed by direct government mediation or indirect policy regulation
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under anti-monopoly law and other data-specific legislation.\textsuperscript{36} Many unresolved issues remain under legislative and policy experimentation, such as specification of data property rights and establishment of a national data trading market.\textsuperscript{37}

The Shenzhen legislative experiment is one of the most prominent Chinese government exercises to address the issue of “ownership” hitherto sidestepped to spur competition, innovation, and growth for future applications of AI and machine learning (ML).\textsuperscript{38} However, there remains the risk within this experiment, and other legislative and policy-making efforts by Chinese authorities, that premature specification of data property rights may raise more challenges than it solves. The reason for that is because a status quo bias towards data controllers who have already controlled much of the Chinese consumer data, which have excluded others from accessing that data, may undermine efforts at addressing issues of competition, innovation, and the broader public interest. Therefore, this Article proposes that incremental development and experimentation, in the form of judicial rulings, regulatory guidance, and legislative initiatives, is a promising path forward. As Angelina Fisher and Thomas Streinz observe, “proactively establishing or recognizing legal property rights in data can further entrench infrastructural control with the authority of law by preventing redistributive measures because data holders would use property rights as an additional shield to exclude others from access.”\textsuperscript{39}

Part II examines the role of the Chinese Anti-Unfair Competition Law in legal battles between various Chinese internet platforms over data ownership, and investigates the ways in which these companies resort to competition litigation to settle data disputes. Part III delves into governmental mediation in high-profile tech-industry conflicts and intervention through antitrust regulatory action. Part IV explores legislative and policy initiatives taken by the Chinese authorities to establish a new data ownership regime. Part V then provides legal analysis of the cases and legal framework presented and proposes that incremental development and prudent experimentation, in the form of judicial rulings, regulatory guidance, and legislative initiatives, is a promising path forward in establishing a comprehensive legal regime on data ownership in China. The final section concludes the Article.

II. \textbf{COMPETITION LITIGATION: ANTI-UFAIR COMPETITION LAW}

Litigation has increasingly become the preferred means for Chinese internet platforms to retain access and assert control over their collected consumer data.\textsuperscript{40} While this conventional approach invokes legal protections under core IP law (copyrights and trade secrets) and contract law,\textsuperscript{41} in Chinese judicial practice, inter-company disputes rely primarily upon competition law—which regulates business operators’ conduct and prohibits certain unfair acts that damage their competitors’ interests.\textsuperscript{42}

On January 1, 2018, the newly amended Anti-Unfair Competition Law (“AUCL”) took effect, which was passed in November 2017 by China’s highest legislative body, known as the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress.\textsuperscript{43} The amended AUCL included new provisions under Article 12 that specifically address internet-related unfair competition.\textsuperscript{44} Similar to Article 2 of the superseded AUCL, Article 12 of the amended AUCL required
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companies honor the general principles of fairness, honesty, and good faith, and widely recognized business ethics.\(^{45}\) But, in contrast to Article 2’s catch-all clause, the specific language of Article 12 set prohibitions on certain types of conduct that are deemed to constitute internet-related unfair competition by obstructing legitimate competitor activities or restricting consumer choice.\(^{46}\) Article 12 also codified existing judicial practice, which clarified the standards to determine whether an act violated the law.\(^{47}\) Specifically, the courts would have to rule on whether there was competition between the litigants, whether the data holder’s lawful rights and interests were infringed, and whether the infringer’s illegal act harmed market order and caused, or might have caused, damage to the competitive interests of the data holder.\(^{48}\)

The amended AUCL was influenced by several of the rulings discussed in the cases below, and in turn, has influenced the general direction of later rulings. One notable outcome in these court decisions is that data holders enjoy property-like claims to the data already collected and processed if the process was deemed to constitute a substantial investment.\(^{49}\) These rulings reveal the current analytical framework—unfair competition—that Chinese courts use to assess data ownership and control.\(^{50}\)

### A. Sina Weibo v. Maimai (Beijing Intellectual Property Court, 2016)

**Sina Weibo v. Maimai** was the first big data case in China using the unfair competition law. This landmark case recognized the quasi-property rights of data held by platform companies under competition law.\(^{51}\)

Founded in 2010, Sina is a social networking service (“SNS”) provider of the famous micro-blogging platform Weibo (新浪微博), the Chinese equivalent to Twitter.\(^{52}\) Maimai (脉脉), founded three years later, offers a competing SNS service.\(^{53}\) The two parties entered into a Developer Agreement (“Open API”) that enabled Sina Weibo’s login function on Maimai’s webpage and mobile application.\(^{54}\) In return, Maimai received access to Sina Weibo’s user profiles subject to certain rules and restrictions with regards to collection and usage of Sina Weibo’s data.\(^{55}\) According to a complaint filed by Sina Weibo in 2013 and 2014, Maimai violated the terms of the API by scraping a variety of public and non-public user information without consent from either Sina Weibo or its users.\(^{56}\)

The key issue of this case was whether the alleged unauthorized collection and use of data constituted unfair competition under the AUCL.\(^{57}\) In April 2016, Beijing Haidian District People’s Court (“Haidian People’s Court”) found that Maimai’s conduct constituted unfair competition.\(^{58}\) Maimai scraped public information on Sina Weibo platform without the consent of Sina Weibo or its users to promote its own SNS services.\(^{59}\) Consequently, the Haidian People’s Court ordered Maimai to pay Sina Weibo US$309,000 (CN¥ 2 million) in damages.\(^{60}\)

Maimai later appealed the decision to the Beijing Intellectual Property Court (“Beijing IP Court”).\(^{61}\) In December 2016, the intermediate court upheld the original ruling, holding that Maimai violated the AUCL for failing...
to obtain proper consent from either Sina Weibo or its users. In reaching this decision, the Court indicated that because data had become a critical component of commercial advantage for business operators, the collection and utilization of data conferred a competitive advantage benefiting those who hold it. The decision of the Beijing IP Court advanced the general principle of data as part of the competitive advantage within commercial operations, but demurred to discuss issues related to user data ownership or specify the rights SNS platforms had over user data legally collected. The Court, however, did find that due to the large investment made by Sina Weibo to collect and maintain its user database, its user data could be regarded as an important “operating interest” and “competitive advantage” for Sina Weibo.

The Beijing IP Court established a “triple authorization” principle (三重同意原则) to determine and offer additional protection for a platform’s legitimate interests over user data. Under this principle, a third-party service provider can legally obtain data from the platform only when it obtains: (1) user authorization to the platform; (2) platform authorization to the third-party service provider; and (3) user authorization to the third-party service provider. It appears that this “triple authorization” principle exhibits a pro-platform bias over data control.

B. Dianping.com v. Baidu (Shanghai Intellectual Property Court, 2016)

Dianping.com (大众点评网), the Chinese internet platform similar to Yelp, Inc., provides consumer reviews and ratings of local services, including restaurants, hotels, and entertainment venues. Baidu, Inc. (百度) is China’s leading search provider, which also provides other online services, including Baidu Map and Baidu Zhidao (or Baidu Q&A). In 2014, Dianping.com sued Baidu under the AUCL for unfair competition alleging that Baidu Maps and Baidu Zhidao scraped customer reviews from Dianping.com to display on their own service platforms without consent.

The court of the first instance, Shanghai Pudong People’s Court (“Pudong Court”), held that the unauthorized use of consumer reviews by Baidu violated Article 2 of the AUCL. Specifically, the Court held that for a conduct to constitute an unfair action, the plaintiff needs to prove that: (1) the defendant in question is a competitor; (2) the plaintiff suffered a loss as a result of the conduct; and (3) the conduct was unlawful.

Regarding the first requirement, the Court applied a broad definition of “competitive relationship,” finding that companies from different sectors may be considered competitors for the purposes of the AUCL. Therefore, the Court found that since Dianping.com and Baidu both targeted the same group of consumers, they could be viewed as competitors regardless of the specific nature of services each provided. Moreover, the Court found that the practice of Baidu Maps and Baidu Zhidao, in allowing Baidu users to access the consumer reviews without visiting Dianping.com, resulted in a loss of user visits and potential business opportunities for Dianping.com.

Finally, the Court considered multiple factors that were necessary to determine whether Baidu’s conduct was lawful. These
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factors included: (1) whether the data at stake had commercial value; (2) whether that data conferred a competitive advantage to Dianping.com; (3) whether there were any reasonable means for Baidu to obtain the data; (4) whether Dianping.com violated the law, commercial ethics, or public interests in its original collection and use of the data; and (5) whether Baidu’s end-use of the data was lawful.77 Here, the Court applied these factors and found that consumer reviews were valuable resources conferring a competitive edge to Dianping.com.78

The Court also recognized that Dianping.com invested a significant amount of time and effort to set up a functioning consumer review system to collect these reviews.79 In addition, the Court held that Dianping.com’s original collection and use of the consumer data from its customers had neither violated the law nor business ethics.80 The Court further found that by scraping customer reviews from Dianping.com, Baidu had “free-ridden” on Dianping.com’s investment, breaching business ethics and the principles of honesty and good faith.81 The Court did note, however, that Baidu would not have violated the law if it displayed only a portion of consumer reviews from Dianping.com and included links to the original reviews.82

Baidu later appealed the decision before the Shanghai Intellectual Property Court (“Shanghai IP Court”).83 In 2017, the intermediate court affirmed Pudong Court’s ruling, recognizing Dianping.com’s legitimate business interest in its customer review data.84 The Court also noted that the data Baidu scraped from Dianping.com was beyond “proportional,”85 and that such conduct discouraged further investments by companies in data collection and new market entrants and disrupts market order.86 Therefore, consumers’ interests are harmed in the long run.87

The Dianping.com v. Baidu rulings reflect important court decisions on data property rights. These rulings held that user-generated data on Dianping.com nevertheless were essential to the company’s business and should be counted as among its key assets,88 and they expanded the scope of data scraping cases that could be brought under the AUCL.89 A key factor in the courts’ reasoning was that Dianping.com had made significant upfront investments in building up the consumer review system.90 This system allowed for the collection of consumer reviews, and even though the reviews were written by individual contributors, Dianping.com’s investment granted the platform certain rights over these comments.91 It is worth noting that the Shanghai courts’ positions were largely consistent with the 2016 issuance of Trial Guidelines on Network Related Intellectual Property Right Cases by the Beijing High People’s Court.92 According to these guidelines, the Beijing courts may hold that the unauthorized use of information constitutes unfair competition under the AUCL if: (1) the scraped information advantages the competitive and commercial opportunities of the data holder; and (2) the scraped information is used to provide users with an effective alternative service to the data source.93 That is, the guidelines seem to apply irrespective of whether the data in question is generated by the data holder.94
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C. Taobao v. Meijing (Hangzhou Intermediate People’s Court, 2018)

Alibaba’s Taobao, the operator of one of the world’s largest e-commerce platforms, developed a market analytics software service to provide Taobao merchants with up-to-date information on their business performances. Meijing operated a competing analytics service to Taobao and purchased from Taobao merchants the analytics data they originally obtained from Taobao, which Meijing then used to sell a cheaper competing service. In 2017, Taobao sued Meijing for unfair competition by scraping that proprietary data from Taobao. In its defense, Meijing argued that the data in question was personal data belonging to Taobao’s users and not to the Taobao platform.

The court of the first instance, Hangzhou Railway Transportation Court (“Railway Court”), ruled that Meijing violated the AUCL. Within its ruling, the Court made a key distinction between the individualized user personal data and the “big data” that Taobao had accumulated and analyzed using its investment in algorithmic aggregators. Accordingly, the Court determined that Taobao held a “senior property claim” (竞争性财产权益) to this aggregated and processed data. As such, the platform had an exclusive interest in the commercial value of the data. Meijing did not pay the platform for access to this data; therefore, it unlawfully acquired Taobao’s data against business ethics.

A year later, Meijing appealed to the Hangzhou Intermediate People’s Court claiming that Taobao’s collection of personal data did not comply with privacy laws. In 2018, the Hangzhou People’s Court upheld the lower court’s ruling, holding that the user information that Taobao collected was not personal data because it “cannot be used to identify the personal identity of individuals, alone or in combination with other data.”

D. Gumi v. Yuanguang (Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court, 2017)

In the case of Gumi v. Yuanguang, the Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court sided with other courts’ rulings that a data holder’s act of collecting, analyzing, editing, and integrating big data resources with commercial value is protected by the AUCL. As such, an unauthorized use of web crawler technology to misappropriate these big data resources for usage in running similar applications constitutes unfair competition.
Gumi (谷米) and Yuanguang (元光) operated competing real-time transit information apps, “Kumike” and “Chelaile,” respectively.\textsuperscript{110} To improve geospatial data accuracy, Gumi partnered with a bus operator, Eastern Bus Company, in Shenzhen and installed location devices on the operator’s buses, which then fed data to Gumi’s users via the Gumi app.\textsuperscript{111} By using a web crawler software, Yuanguang crawled a large amount of Gumi’s real-time data and then incorporated that data into its own app.\textsuperscript{112}

The Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court found that although Gumi’s real-time bus information was made available to individual users for free, Gumi expended considerable effort to collect and analyze this data, and as a result, gained a competitive advantage from it.\textsuperscript{113} Due to its investment, Gumi had “intangible property-like interests” (无形财产权益属性) in this data, so that Yuanguang’s conduct in accessing the data without Gumi’s consent violated Gumi’s interests.\textsuperscript{114} The Court also found that Yuanguang’s conduct breached the principles of good faith under the AUCL and caused a disruption to the market order.\textsuperscript{115}

E. ByteDance v. Tencent (Beijing Intellectual Property Court, 2021)

After the promulgation of the amended AUCL, the question of who owns user data returned to the spotlight after two Chinese social media giants, ByteDance (字节跳动) and Tencent (腾讯), became embroiled in a legal fight over alleged monopolistic practice in a pending high-profile case.\textsuperscript{116}

Since 2019, ByteDance, the Beijing-based tech giant which owns TikTok and its Chinese version Douyin (抖音), has been fighting Tencent, a company that owns the social network and messaging app WeChat, after WeChat blocked links to Douyin.\textsuperscript{117} The lawsuit alleged that Tencent violated the amended AUCL by restricting access to content from Douyin and asked for US$14 million (CN¥ 90 million) in damages.\textsuperscript{118} ByteDance argued that users are the owners of the data they generated, and as such, have “absolute rights” to their own data overriding Tencent’s rights to them.\textsuperscript{119} In its defense, Tencent insisted that users’ personal data were Tencent’s “commercial resources,” and therefore required the company’s consent for commercial use.\textsuperscript{120} In response, Tencent claimed that ByteDance’s products, including Douyin, obtained WeChat users’ data through unfair competition and cited a 2019 court case suggesting Tencent ownership over those data.\textsuperscript{121} In that case, Tianjin Binhai New District People’s Court ruled that while Tencent authorized Douyin to let users sign up for an account via WeChat, the company did not seek permission from Tencent before passing on user data to Duoshan, another ByteDance app.\textsuperscript{122} Therefore, the Court ruled that Duoshan was banned from using WeChat user information obtained from Douyin.\textsuperscript{123} In particular, the Court
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recognized that WeChat has accumulated a large number of user information from its platform, which can be used as core business resources to bring Tencent a competitive advantage.\(^{124}\)

*ByteDance v. Tencent* is another landmark case given both companies’ market share within China’s large and booming digital economy.\(^{125}\) WeChat’s monthly active users passed 1.2 billion total users worldwide as of September 2020, although the vast majority of those are in China.\(^{126}\) Douyin attracted 600 million daily active users by August 2020, compared with the country’s overall short video user base of 873 million by the end of 2020.\(^{127}\) Although China operates under a civil law system where courts are not usually bound by judicial precedents, the Chinese central government is making reform efforts to allow or encourage judges to refer to precedents,\(^{128}\) which could mean that the outcome of the ByteDance-Tencent litigation may set a benchmark.

### III. GOVERNMENT MEDIATION AND REGULATION: A CRACKDOWN ON BIG TECH

#### A. Government Mediation

i. Cainiao and SF Express Dispute (2017)

In rare cases, the Chinese government intervenes to settle disputes not yet litigated in a court between private commercial entities on the issue of data ownership.\(^{129}\) One recent illustration is the conflict between SF Express and Cainiao, mentioned in this Article’s Introduction, which brought the issue of data ownership to the fore of the Chinese public consciousness.\(^{130}\)

In 2015, SF Express, along with four other courier companies, established Hive Box as a last-mile, smart locker package delivery solution, similar to Amazon Locker, for sending and receiving deliveries to local neighborhoods.\(^{131}\) In May 2016, Cainiao began collaborating with Hive Box and formed an alliance of logistics firms and self-pickup service providers, which included both SF Express and Hive Box.\(^{132}\) Under this collaboration, Cainiao would integrate the delivery information provided by its logistics partners with these smart lockers to avoid the customer confusion that resulted when these information systems were independent.\(^{133}\) This data stream centralization of courier and locker interfaces made it so that package statuses could be tracked only on Cainiao and Alibaba’s platforms and, thus, made SF Express and Hive Box increasingly dependent on Alibaba-related systems.\(^{134}\)

In March 2017, the relationship between SF Express/Hive Box and Cainiao reached a new low when Cainiao proposed new data-sharing terms during negotiations with SF Express.\(^{135}\) The terms requested data on shipments originating from non-Alibaba’s e-commerce marketplaces.\(^{136}\) SF Express refused the terms and cited breach of consumer privacy and exposure of SF Express’s trade secrets as reasons for non-compliance.\(^{137}\) However, Cainiao insisted upon accessing this data for security verification of self-service pick-up lockers and for prevention of
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unauthorized third-party access to its customer data, as SF Express already had access to the Cainiao database.\textsuperscript{138} Cainiao claimed that some alliance partners had already shared their data, including non-Alibaba shipments on Cainiao’s platform,\textsuperscript{139} and further proposed a list of solutions for Hive Box to comply with its data security requirements.\textsuperscript{140} This included Hive Box to switch its cloud computing service provider from Tencent Cloud to Alibaba Cloud.\textsuperscript{141} As the public standoff devolved into acrimony, Alibaba temporarily barred SF Express from accepting deliveries from its e-commerce vendors and nudged merchants to select alternative couriers.\textsuperscript{142}

While both parties cited “information security” as justifications, the issue of data ownership was the central reason behind the confrontation, as both SF Express and Cainiao vied for monopolistic control over consumer information throughout the entire value chain.\textsuperscript{143} On one side, Cainiao commanded valuable upstream supplier and merchant information—such as consumption patterns and delivery courier preferences—and actively sought to expand its access to downstream consumer data—such as time and location of delivery/pickup—held firmly within SF Express’s control.\textsuperscript{144} On the reverse side, SF Express aimed to maintain tight control over its part of the value chain while also seeking to advance its understanding of upstream operations management for the purposes of increasing its service quality and efficiency.\textsuperscript{145}

The State Post Bureau intervened before the two companies could resort to legal means and summoned the CEOs of SF Express and Cainiao to Beijing as the dispute intensified.\textsuperscript{146} Aware of the potential consequences of escalating customer frustration in a year of senior Chinese leadership transition,\textsuperscript{147} the Bureau issued a notice urging both parties to find the largest possible common ground and to abide by market order and consumer rights.\textsuperscript{148} The notice also cautioned both parties against exerting severe and negative social influence because of company feuding.\textsuperscript{149} As a controversial move, the Bureau’s market intervention foreshadows further government involvement in inter-company disputes if the issue of data ownership remains unresolved and if the impact of data on the economy increases.\textsuperscript{150}

ii. Tencent and Huawei Dispute (2017)

Another dispute over user data that led to Chinese government intervention was the spat between Chinese internet giant Tencent (腾讯) and telecommunications equipment maker Huawei (华为). Huawei, one of the world’s biggest smartphone makers,\textsuperscript{151} had begun collecting user-activity data to build up the AI capabilities of its smartphones.\textsuperscript{152} In particular, on its advanced smartphone, the Honor Magic, the company accessed sensitive WeChat message histories of users for the purposes of providing user-specific advertisement recommendations.\textsuperscript{153} In response, Tencent, the owner of the WeChat app, accused Huawei of stealing Tencent’s data, and thereby violating the privacy of its users.\textsuperscript{154} Huawei, however, denied violating user privacy, contending that users authorized the data capture
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through the phone’s settings.\textsuperscript{155} As Huawei emphasized, “[a]ll user data belongs to the user [. . . ] it doesn’t belong to WeChat or Honor Magic . . . User data is processed on the Honor Magic device after user authorization.”\textsuperscript{156}

In resolving this dispute, the two sides elected for China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (“MIIT”) (中华人民共和国工业和信息化部) to intervene and adjudicate between them, instead of resorting to legal proceedings through the courts.\textsuperscript{157} Commenting on the dispute, the regulator responded:

“Regarding the dispute between Tencent and Huawei, with respect to the newly introduced mobile functions, in order to protect user personal information, the MIIT will abide by the Provisions on Telecommunications and Protection of Internet User Personal Information and other laws and regulations so as to urge enterprises to strengthen internal management, self-regulate in the collection and use of user personal information, and protect the legitimate rights and interests of users in accordance with the law. As for disagreements and disputes between information and communications enterprises, the MIIT will proactively coordinate and guide industrial self-regulation so as to create sound market order for mass entrepreneurship and innovation.”\textsuperscript{158}

Following regulator-facilitated reconciliation and private negotiations, Huawei and Tencent reached a settlement.\textsuperscript{159} In spite of this reached settlement, the underlying question of data ownership remains unresolved.

\textbf{B. State Regulation}

Around the world, governments are wrestling to manage tech platforms and limit their vast power that comes from these companies’ extensive collection and control of an enormous cache of user data. China’s regulators, who have long wanted to seize control of the data held by internet platforms as strategic assets, have initiated widening regulatory crackdowns on industry practices, including anticompetitive behaviors.\textsuperscript{160} The newly announced data-specific laws and regulations send a strong and a clear message that clarification on data ownership and control becomes a top priority for Chinese authorities along with the development of the country’s vast digital economy.\textsuperscript{161}

\textit{i. Anti-Monopoly Law & Antitrust Guidelines for the Platform Economy}

Over 80 percent of Chinese internet user data is held by the government and large tech corporations, which restricts the scope of the data usage aimed to increase productivity and profit.\textsuperscript{162} As Chinese tech giants grow in market influence, the antitrust regulators in China have turned more attention towards ensuring fair competition in the digital economy, and are moving swiftly to address what they view as anticompetitive conduct by the country’s tech platform companies.\textsuperscript{163} Since November 2020, Beijing began an antitrust enforcement campaign to crack down on monopolistic practices within the Chinese big tech industry as concerns mount over these private institutions’ growing control over the country’s voluminous data.\textsuperscript{164} To maintain competitive markets, the government focused on a stated policy goal to address the concentration of data within these established platforms, particularly to limit platforms’ control over
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user data.\textsuperscript{165} Chinese tech titans, Alibaba and Tencent, and large tech startups, ByteDance and Meituan, have all attracted increased government scrutiny for their data collection via social-media apps.\textsuperscript{166}

The two main tools that Chinese authorities have deployed are the Anti-Monopoly Law (2007) and the Antitrust Guidelines for the Platform Economy (2021).\textsuperscript{167} Together, they provide a set of rules for increasing scrutiny of internet platforms and preventing their market dominance. The Anti-Monopoly Law, promulgated in August 2007 and went to effect a year later, codified the then-existing body of competition-related laws and regulations into the first comprehensive anti-monopoly legislation in China.\textsuperscript{168} The Anti-Monopoly Law has been viewed as an “economic constitution” and a “milestone” in promoting fair competition and cracking down on monopolistic activities,\textsuperscript{169} as it prohibits anticompetitive agreements and abuse of a dominant market position and is able to preempt mergers that eliminate or restrict competition.\textsuperscript{170}

In addition to implementing this legal device, Chinese regulators have also issued new policy guidance to assist the application and interpretation of the Anti-Monopoly Law. The Anti-Monopoly Guidelines on Platform Economy Industries issued by the Anti-Monopoly Committee of the State Council (“Guidelines”) (国务院反垄断委员会关于平台经济领域的反垄断指南), which were promulgated by China’s State Administration for Market Regulation (“SAMR”) (国家市场监督管理总局) and went into immediate effect on February 7, 2021,\textsuperscript{171} was the first specific piece of antitrust regulation systematically addressing the market dominance of Chinese internet platforms.\textsuperscript{172} The final Guidelines do not differ substantially from its initial draft, which was unveiled only two months prior.\textsuperscript{173} The quick action by the regulatory agency indicated the heightened concerns by Chinese authorities over China’s rapidly growing digital economy and their urgency to regulate the country’s internet giants to prevent those monopolistic practices from disrupting fair market competition.\textsuperscript{174}

The Guidelines consist of twenty-four articles divided into six chapters.\textsuperscript{175} Among its new rules include revision of the factors for determining market dominance and prohibition of certain illegal monopolistic practices.\textsuperscript{176} In particular, the Guidelines target practices specific to internet platforms, including determinations of whether a transaction discriminates between customers and whether platform algorithms abuse access to big data on consumer purchasing power, consumption preferences, and usage habits to manipulate the market towards a company’s own advantage.\textsuperscript{177}
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SAMR, notably, used its updated arsenal of regulatory weapons to immediate effect by enforcing several high-profile cases shortly thereafter. On April 10, 2021, SAMR fined Alibaba Group a record of US$2.8 billion (CN¥ 18.228 billion) in accordance to the Anti-Monopoly Law. After a four-month investigation into Alibaba, SAMR concluded that the company engaged in monopolistic practices restricting vendors from selling on other e-commerce platforms and for abusing its data and algorithm monopolies. The fine, the equivalent of about four percent of the company’s 2019 domestic revenue, was the largest ever imposed by Chinese antitrust regulators. Subsequently, Chinese regulators warned Ant Group—an Alibaba financial affiliate whose planned US$37 billion initial public offering (“IPO”) was suspended on November 3 of 2020—that the government would closely scrutinize the company’s lucrative online lending business and ordered the company to refashion itself into a financial holding company subject to the Chinese central bank’s supervision.

The Alibaba fine and the Ant Group reorganization heralded further antitrust actions. Later in April 2021, SAMR ordered thirty-four of the country’s largest tech companies, including ByteDance, JD.com, Meituan, and Kuaishou, to each conduct comprehensive self-inspection identifying and addressing potentially anticompetitive practices and pledging publicly to comply with the country’s Anti-Monopoly Law. SAMR urged that these platforms learn from the Alibaba case and warned specifically against the practice of forced exclusivity, abuse of market dominance, anticompetitive acquisitions, and predatory pricing. After a follow-up meeting in May 2021 to inspect and evaluate these platforms’ compliance, SAMR assessed a US$ 77,000 (CN¥ 500,000) fine on each of the twenty-two internet companies, including Didi Chuxing, Tencent, Suning, and Meituan, for actions in violation of the regulatory guidance, such as attempting to improperly increase market power through acquisitions without seeking prior regulatory approval.

When Chinese regulators initiated a cybersecurity review of Didi Chuxing (滴滴出行)—China’s ride-hailing giant that has over 493 million annual active users and possesses significant amounts of users’ personal data—just days after its huge IPO at the New York Stock Exchange, it marked another move in a widening crackdown on the
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country’s once-freewheeling technology sector. In July 2021, China’s top cyberspace regulator, Cyberspace Administration of China (“CAC”) (国家互联网信息办公室), launched a cybersecurity investigation into Didi for alleged illegal collection and use of user data after the company failed to take CAC’s suggestions to conduct a data security assessment and forced its way to a U.S. IPO. Right after the CAC ordered Chinese app stores to remove twenty-five Didi-related apps and required the company to suspend new user registration, the CAC issued draft Cybersecurity Review Measures (Draft Revision for Comment) (网络安全审查办法 (修订草案征求意见稿)) for public comment. The Measures purport to protect data and national security by making mandatory cybersecurity reviews for certain companies in particular circumstances. Notably, Article 6 of the Measures sharpens scrutiny of overseas listings by requiring that any data operator/processor, that is in possession of the personal information of more than one million users and that seeks overseas listings, will be subject to a mandatory cybersecurity review. Article 14 of the Measures further extends the period of the review procedure from the original forty-five working days to three months, and even longer under complicated cases.

China’s sweeping regulatory action against internet giants is part of a broader national crackdown that targets internet companies’ handling of voluminous data following years of a laissez-faire approach. This move will not only ease Beijing’s growing concerns that a foreign listing might force Chinese data-rich companies to hand over their data to foreign entities undermining national security, but will also help Chinese authorities significantly tighten their control over data gathered by internet giants.

IV. LEGISLATIVE ORDERING: PRC EXPERIMENTS ON DATA PROPERTY RIGHTS

Court rulings and administrative actions are only part of China’s foray into addressing the issue of data ownership and property rights; legislative experiments are also ongoing. Current discussions and legal reforms underway highlight the necessity of some property rights specification to promote innovation in a data-driven economy, since the importance of data as a new “production factor” was highlighted in an April 2020 State Council opinion listing them alongside land, labor, capital, and technological knowledge.
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As early as 2016, the Chinese government began to weigh in on the issue of data ownership and property rights. The addendum to the State Council’s Thirteenth Five-Year National Informatization Plan (“十三五”国家信息化规划) first revealed the Chinese political authorities’ concern for data ownership by including language establishing, as a priority, policies and standards regarding the protection of “data ownership rights” (数据产权). Since then, many other guidelines and legislative materials have been issued by the State Council and various provincial governments have referred to the importance of establishing and improving protection mechanisms for data ownership rights. Recently, at the ninth meeting of the Central Committee for Financial and Economic Affairs, Chinese President, Xi Jinping, emphasized the need to improve laws and regulations around internet platforms to “fill in the gaps and loopholes in rules.” President Xi also advanced, as one of the priorities, the setting up of regulatory frameworks on data ownership (加强数据产权制度建设), and urged internet platforms to increase their data security responsibilities.

This section examines China’s major legislative developments in data ownership, data property rights, and control over data. Such developments have been adopted amid a broader regulatory tightening on tech industry from Chinese regulators that enforces antitrust measures to address the concentration of data within internet platforms.

A. Data Regulations of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (2021)

In addition to high-profile calls for national level reforms, significant local legislative developments are taking place in China. The Shenzhen legislative experiment in data ownership and data property rights is a pioneering effort. In October 2020, the General Office of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, jointly with the State Council, released the Implementation Plan for the Pilot Comprehensive Reform of Building a Pilot Demonstration Zone of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics in Shenzhen (2020–2025) (深圳建设中国特色社会主义先行示范区综合改革试点实施方案 (2020–2025 年)). The plan authorized Shenzhen to take the lead in a number of initiatives, including “establishing the data property rights system,” “exploring new mechanisms for data property rights protection,” and so on. Known as China’s Silicon Valley and for its leading role in the country’s early economic reforms, the municipality of Shenzhen is often entrusted with the task of spearheading new reforms and landmark regulations. On July 15, 2020, the Shenzhen municipal government published an initial draft of the Data Regulations of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (Draft for Comments) (“Shenzhen Data Regulations”) (深圳
The Shenzhen Data Regulations consist of 10 articles under seven chapters. Importantly, the Regulations recognize for the first time the concept of “data ownership” and/or “data property rights and interests.” Specifically, the Regulations state that “natural persons, legal persons, and unincorporated organizations are entitled to property rights and interests (财产权益) on the data products and services they created through lawful data handling and processing in accordance with provisions of laws, administrative regulations, and these Regulations.” Moreover, the Shenzhen Data Regulations provide that “individuals are entitled to personality rights and interests (人格权益) over their personal data, including the rights to informed consent, supplementation and correction, erasure, inspection and reproduction, etc.”

The new legislation, along with two earlier draft versions, are not without its limitations. In the Commentaries (解读) appended to the Regulations, the Regulators admitted the difficulty in establishing a comprehensive system of data property rights through local legislation in the absence of a common understanding of data ownership. The Regulators also acknowledged that the new legislation only intended to codify the existing consensus that “personal data has the attribute of personality rights,” and that “companies enjoy property rights over data products and services as a result of their investment.”

Many of these concerns echo similar challenges present within earlier draft versions of the Regulations. The earlier drafts, for instance, created a new type of state-owned asset, but were sparsely in detail on how to demarcate the data rights between individuals, corporations, and the state, or how data usage rights could be allocated once ownership was determined. As an example, the earlier draft versions created a dichotomous concept of ownership by ascribing
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personal data to individuals and public data to the state. Nevertheless, these drafts did not provide any specific guidance in determining which specific types of real-world data should be owned by whose category of actor, i.e., individuals, corporations, or the state. Therefore, these drafts did not offer the concrete means to determine the subject (or the owner) of certain data, nor how to use these data rights once ownership was determined. This inadequacy would inevitably present the challenge of demarking data rights and engender conflicts amongst these multiple parties claiming rights to the same data.

Another limitation present in earlier drafts was finding the appropriate balance between maintaining market stability and promoting innovation. The vague concept of data ownership within earlier drafts set up the Shenzhen municipal government as a key beneficiary. In particular, the earlier draft legislation designated the Shenzhen government as a state executor able to exercise public data rights and delegate to lesser authorities the task of formulating public data asset management measures and organizing their implementation. The Shenzhen authorities wielded these and other powers to adopt a status quo approach to data ownership by creating a framework protecting large internet platforms without sufficiently addressing user rights. For example, when the Standing Committee of the Shenzhen People’s Congress reviewed the first draft of the Regulations on December 28, 2020, the body made modifications by removing reference to provisions on “personal enjoyment of data rights.” In addition, the newly promulgated Regulations provided legal loopholes to the requirement that individual users must consent to any collection and processing of their personal data, which were stipulated under Article 27 as grounds to acquire data without user’s consent, such as public service, legal obligations, and contract fulfillment.

Given the historical role of Shenzhen as a hotbed for successful technological development and innovation, it is unsurprising that the draft legislation attempts to preserve the interests and enhance the local capabilities of Shenzhen-based tech companies by strengthening platforms’ access to and control over consumer data. In this sense, the status quo bias within the structure of the early draft versions of the Regulations also reveals a pro-business bias. For instance, within the full text of the first draft of the Regulations, only nine of the 103 articles relate to provisions for personal information protection. The core articles consider issues relating to the administration of public data, the regulation of data security on an open data infrastructure, and the acceleration of high quality development within the digital economy.

For these reasons, the early draft versions of the Regulations triggered controversy in the Chinese legal community. Some scholars find controversy in the fact that the concept of data ownership/usage rights in the draft Regulations are not clear, and that ownership and usage rights should be treated as separate concepts—so that the subject of the data would own them, while the collectors of the data would use the data without infringing upon the subject’s ownership rights. Other scholars have taken issue with the status quo bias in Article 52 of the draft Regulations. Specifically, they take issue with the language that “no organization or individual shall infringe on these rights [to these data],” as some scholars believe this restriction may impede the flow of data from the few large
platforms where data has been “legally collected” to smaller companies where innovation occurs.236 While the Shenzhen Data Regulations are limited in scope to the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, the Regulations are widely regarded as a trial for the creation of other similar rules nationwide, as the city has a reputation for pioneering national reform.237 However, this has not prevented a third group of scholars from challenging the legislative authority of Shenzhen in determining whether the issue of data rights is a basic civil right.238 Many of them believe that the Shenzhen Data Regulations will likely to come into conflict with personal information protection and data security laws formulated at the national level, and do not wish that these laws be formulated prematurely by local governments.239 Finally, a fourth group has expressed concerns about potential conflicts arising between individual and collective data ownership and their implications on public interests.240

In sum, the Shenzhen legislative experiments in data ownership remain a subject of legal controversy as the challenge of demarking data rights and the conflicts amongst data claimants remain yet unresolved.


Data ownership also requires establishing standards and mechanisms for its determination. The State Council recognized this need when it released the Action Plan for Building a High-Standard Market System (建设高标准市场体系行动方案) on January 31, 2021, which provided guidance for building a high-standard market system, covering fifty-one specific measures to be implemented with the Fourteenth Five-Year Plan.241

The Action Plan confirms the Chinese leadership’s focus on emerging technologies and the digital economy, and echoes the Fourteenth Five-Year Plan Recommendations’ emphasis on achieving technological self-reliance as a key underpinning of the national strategy.242 Its enumerated development goals include strengthening property rights, reducing local protectionism, improving competition, and increasing efficiency of resource allocation.243

Importantly, the Action Plan reiterates the Chinese central government’s emphasis on clarifying issues of data ownership rights by directing relevant authorities to “establish[ ] a basic system and standards regarding data resource property rights (数据资源产权)” for the purposes of establishing a high-standard market system to drive high-quality economic development.244 The Action Plan conveys the seriousness with which Chinese authorities treat enforcement of competition laws, as it aims to reduce the asymmetric advantages that large platforms have accumulated, and to open up access to the digital market for new entrants.245

C. The Anti-Monopoly Law (Draft Amendment) (2021)

The challenges posed by new digital monopolies possessing big data require that existing antitrust legislation be updated. On January 2, 2020, SAMR, in its efforts to strengthen existing antitrust legislation, published a
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The Draft AML Amendment proposes many substantive changes to the regulation of anticompetitive conduct. Article 18, for example, included new provisions that expanded the scope of antitrust enforcement to include indirect conspirators. In particular, the proposed article prohibits any business operator from facilitating or abetting other business operators in concluding anticompetitive agreements. Importantly, this new legal language extends regulation of behaviors beyond those present within the 2007 AML, making it illegal for third parties as well as the cartelists themselves, to help orchestrate a cartel and/or to aid in the conclusion of similar agreements. Furthermore, the text of the Draft AML Amendment specifically targets enforcement within the digital economy, explicating that undertakings shall not exclude or restrict competition by abusing the advantages in data and algorithms, technology, and capital and platform rules, and that one express objective of the Draft AML Amendment is to “encourage innovation.”

D. Personal Information Protection Law (2021)

The Personal Information Protection Law (中华人民共和国个人信息保护法), China’s first comprehensive data protection regulation, is another measure taken by the Chinese authorities to clarify data property rights and access to data. It increasingly renews in the power of the country’s internet giants and pushes back against their exploitative practices and control over personal data. Existing laws covering cybersecurity and data security exercise laxes controls over the collection, storage, and use of individual data, and therefore, do not specifically address personal data protection. Amid growing public concerns over user privacy and cybersecurity, on August 20, 2021, preliminary draft of an amended 2007 Anti-Monopoly Law for public comment. On October 19, 2021, the thirty-first session of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress reviewed the State Council’s submitted proposal for the draft amendment to the Anti-Monopoly Law, indicating the heightened emphasis on accelerating such regulatory efforts, and shortly after that review, the formal version of the Anti-Monopoly Law (Draft Amendment) (“Draft AML Amendment”) (中华人民共和国反垄断法) was released. Since the law’s initial promulgation in 2008, this draft legislation marked the first time that Chinese authorities had proposed major changes to the types and severity of fines and legal liabilities, including criminal, for violators of antitrust law.
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after two rounds of draft versions, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress finally passed the long-awaited privacy law, the Personal Information Protection Law (“PIPL”), which went into effect on November 1, 2021.

This legislation, seen as China’s version of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”), marks the country’s first attempt to establish a comprehensive legal framework for the regulation of personal data collection, process, usage, storage, transfer, and protection that will curb data abuses by internet platforms. Similar to the GDPR, the PIPL is designed to give citizens more control over their personal data. Specifically, the new law grants data subjects with various rights to their personal information, including the rights to access, inspect, copy, correct, supplement, and delete their personal information. In addition, the PIPL grants data subjects the right to withdraw their consent, the right to restrict or refuse the processing of their personal information, and the right to refuse automated decision-making. Simultaneously, the PIPL emphasizes that personal information gathered by a company must be limited to the minimum amount necessary to achieve the goals of handling data to prohibit abuses of such information. The legislation also stipulates that companies processing data cannot refuse to provide services to users who do not consent to sharing data, unless that data is necessary for the provision of that product or service.

Notably, the PIPL imposes additional requirements for internet platforms that have a large number of users. Article 58 requires these internet platforms to set up systems and independent oversight bodies to ensure compliance. Moreover, it demands these companies to formulate standards for intra-platform product or service providers’ handling of personal information. The legislation further prevents the internet platforms from providing services to product or service providers that seriously violate laws or administrative regulations in handling personal information. It also asks the companies to regularly release social responsibility reports on their information privacy practices to allow for public scrutiny.

The PIPL significantly increases penalties for companies in violation of the new legislation, proposing fines of up to US$7.6 million (CN¥ 50 million), or five percent of the company’s annual revenue. The violators could also be forced to suspend or cease their business operations for rectification. Nevertheless, given the huge size of the Chinese big data market that will be worth US$22.49 billion (CN¥ 91.52 billion) by 2023, some believe that the penalties under the new law are too light.

For many legal experts, China’s new data privacy law could see the beginning of the end of the country’s “wild era” of internet development, where in the past two decades, big tech platforms have been free to collect and
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use citizens’ personal information with few rules to regulate their behaviors. However, the PIPL falls short on details of what companies must do to be compliant, placing the burden on companies to be extra cautious when handling user data. Future governmental regulations and guidance are expected to clear up some of the law’s ambiguities.

E. Data Security Law (2021)

In addition to the PIPL, the Chinese regulators have adopted another measure that tightens their control of data by restricting cross-border data flows. On June 10, 2021, the National People’s Congress promulgated the Data Security Law (“DSL”) (中华人民共和国数据安全法), effective since September 1, 2021, after three rounds of deliberations. Notably, the new legislation contains sweeping requirements for the protection of data and severe penalties for violations. The DSL further strengthens the Chinese government’s control over data by restricting data transfers from both foreign and domestic companies operating in China to foreign governments. It sets a framework for companies to classify data based on its economic value and relevance to China’s national security. Based on this classification, the DSL requires companies that process “critical data” and “national core data”—data that are pertinent to national security, national economy, public interests, or legal rights and legitimate interests of Chinese citizens and organizations—to conduct risk assessments to gain regulators’ approval before sending any of that data overseas. The DSL explicitly prohibits data processors within China from providing any data stored within China to any foreign judicial departments or law enforcement bodies without prior approval from the Chinese authorities. Failure to obtain such prior authorization may subject data processors to severe penalties, i.e., a fine of up to US$ 154,800 (CN¥ 1 million) or US$ 774,000 (CN¥ 5 million), as well as suspension or revocation of their business licenses in cases their actions cause “serious consequences” (such as a large-scale data leak).

F. National Markets for Data Trading (2020)

China is estimated to be the single most prolific producer of big data in the world by 2025, overtaking the United States. With the huge potential the commercialization of data offers, the Chinese authorities not only aim to take over supervision of the county’s vast data assets through regulation and legislation, but also to commoditize them by creating a state-supervised nationwide marketplace for data trading. Such ambitions are supported by the State Council’s Implementation Plan for the Pilot Comprehensive Reform of Building a Pilot Demonstration Zone of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics in Shenzhen (2020–2025) (深圳建设中国特色社会主义先行示范区综合改革试点实施方案 (2020–2025 年)).

According to the Plan, Shenzhen will lay the groundwork for establishing a national data trading market and lead efforts to explore new mechanisms for protecting and utilizing data property rights (数据产权制度). Under the Plan, regulators will also draw up a list of responsibilities to strengthen the sharing and exchanging of data among
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regions and government departments. While the Plan does not specify who owns the data, what kind of data can be traded, or what the trading mechanism will be like, the answers to these questions are fundamental to the long-term success of this proposed nationwide market for data.

As a result of the Plan, Shenzhen’s new regulation—Data Regulations of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone—makes efforts to address some of these issues. Among others, the establishment of a data trading system is one of the highlights of the new legislation. The Regulations expressly clarify that data products and services that have been created through the legal processing of data can be traded on the market. The Regulations also outline new mechanisms for data trading in efforts to create a fairer playing field for the highly under-regulated data trading market. For instance, to facilitate data trading, the Shenzhen Data Regulations urge the expansion of data trading channels to allow market players to freely trade data through legal and regulated platforms. Specifically, the Regulations provide that companies may not use illegal means to obtain data from another company or use data collected illegally from another company to provide alternative products or services. The Regulations also prohibit companies from using big data analytics to engage in price discrimination.

To date, twenty data markets, including those in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guiyang, have been established by various local government authorities and private enterprises in China, which allow for the trade of whole datasets, analytical results, and application programming interfaces, among other data commodities.

V. LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. Common Patterns of Competition Litigation Cases

In many jurisdictions around the world, private sector actors increasingly rely on the legal regime of competition law to resolve and adjudicate disputes over data resources. Large platform companies, where large datasets are already concentrated, utilize competition law as the legal grounds both to consolidate control over their existing data resources and to pry additional data resources from their rivals’ grasps. Smaller start-up companies also rely upon competition law to justify their aggressive acquisition of established data resources from their larger digital market brethren. They argue that, as nimble actors, the new or improved products and services that they provide benefit from greater access to the data resources of these large digital platforms and, in some cases, offsets the means by which they close the disparity between their capabilities to gather and use data vis-à-vis their larger competitors. Thus, they claim that competition law helps correct some of the market imbalances that arise from the larger platform companies’ lack of motivation to grant their potential competitors access to previously produced or collected data.
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Similarly, within the jurisdictional competition law is the primary legal weapon of choice that homegrown internet platforms use to fight for legal control of big data. The most common thread linking the various cases on inter-company disputes over data resources is that most of them had been filed under the Anti-Unfair Competition Law for unfair competition. Previously, for similar types of cases, the conventional approach adopted by Chinese companies was to invoke protection under trade secrets law and contract law.\(^{302}\) However, the ambiguity in ownership of user-generated content, for example in Dianping.com v. Baidu, made it difficult to rely on the conventional approach. Indeed, the issue of data ownership in these emerging cases has revealed the inadequacy of earlier approaches to deciding where to draw the line between fair and unfair competition involving data collection and use.

Currently, Chinese courts have relied heavily upon Article 2 of the AUCL in deciding many of these new cases involving disputes over data ownership among large platform companies.\(^{303}\) One reason for courts’ reliance on this legal tool can be explained by “the catch-all nature” of Article 2, which makes it potentially applicable to all kinds of data practices. Using this approach, Chinese courts usually assess the overall impact of their decisions on market competition through a balancing test before issuing a final ruling on a case.\(^{304}\)

Importantly, Chinese courts have refrained from issuing decisive rulings in cases that require them to opine on business models that rely on novel technology and data analytics.\(^{305}\) As most of the cases discussed in this Article were decided before the AUCL was amended in 2017, and because post-amendment cases have been limited, it remains to be seen whether and how Chinese courts will apply Article 12 of the amended AUCL, which is intended to address internet-related unfair competition. In light of the pivotal function of data resources in the new digital economy, it may not be too long before a case is brought forward to test how data-related competition would be analyzed under Article 12—including establishing the standards by which to evaluate whether competition exists between litigants, whether the lawful rights and interests of the data holder were infringed, and whether the infringer’s illegal act harmed market order and caused, or might have caused, damage to the competitive interests of the data holder.\(^{306}\)

Finally, one critical and unresolved question remains: what is the appropriate balance between market stability and digital innovation? Notably, the use of internet robots to crawl and scrap the data of other companies poses challenging situations for the new digital economy. The issue arises as to the extent this behavior should be allowed for the sake of encouraging innovation and to the extent it should be prohibited for the sake of ensuring fair competition. The line-in-between is becoming increasingly blurred, and the complexity of the issue may also suggest that Chinese courts will likely take a cautious approach: avoiding premature rulings that may further entrench the monopoly control of data resources by large internet platforms and those that may discourage market competition and the growth of new market participants.

### B. State Regulation: Anti-Monopoly and Antitrust Enforcement

Private litigation is only one part of the enforcement of competition law across many jurisdictions. In the public sector across regions and jurisdictions, antitrust authorities have increased regulatory scrutiny of big tech firms in terms of their control over customer data.\(^{307}\) For instance, in recent years, antitrust regulators in the European Union and the United States have routinely considered the role of big data in reviewing potential mergers and acquisitions.\(^{308}\) In these cases, due consideration is given to mergers between an upstream market player with large datasets and a
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downstream user of related data, which could result in foreclosure of other downstream players who require access to this data to compete. Regulatory authorities in these jurisdictions have also initiated a number of high-profile investigations. For example, there are investigations into Google/Fitbit, Facebook/Instagram/WhatsApp, Microsoft/LinkedIn, and others. Regulatory authorities have not only required powerful internet firms to share data, but also have imposed penalties on companies that violate competition law. For example, the European Union, under Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, has levied fines of up to 10 percent of the global turnover of these big tech platforms, and the United States has also sanctioned these monopolies under Section 2 of the Sherman Act.

In China, while the overall data regulatory landscape remains in a state of flux, regulatory authorities have resorted to anti-monopoly and antitrust laws to regulate data and turn their attention to the country’s large internet platforms after many years of allowing their laissez-faire development. These laws offer the Chinese regulatory authorities the legal mechanisms to prevent data monopoly, and thus, encourage market competition within the digital realm. These rules also seem to have teeth—several leading Chinese internet companies, including Tencent, Alibaba, Didi Chuxing, were each fined per violations of anti-monopoly laws. China has thus stepped up its crackdown campaign against monopolistic behaviors that threaten to stifle market vitality.

It appears that the Chinese authorities are much more ambitious than their American and European counterparts in how they centralize and restructure China’s cybersecurity policymaking. Accordingly, the internet regulatory agency, CAC, has taken a more active role in enforcing antitrust and anti-monopoly regulations and has accumulated more power. It is interesting to note that compared to China, neither the European Union nor the United States “has a single regulatory department that can be compared to the CAC in terms of authority,” and that “such power is more scattered” within these two major jurisdictions. Given the growing importance of data, these rules will very likely continue to be enforced well into the future.

C. The PRC Legislative Experimentation

As the discussion above shows, in addition to regulatory actions, the Chinese authorities have conducted legislative and policy experiments to clarify data property rights. Policy and legislative experimentation are not a unique feature in the area of data ownership; it has always been the standard operating procedure of China. Since Reform and Opening in the late 1970s, the Chinese government has managed complex, rapid, and intersecting reforms across many policy areas. The speed of development, and the complexity and interconnectedness of reforms have led to the emergence of the “Chinese model” of development. Consequently, experimental policy making and
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innovation have become part of the Chinese government’s policy toolbox. There is increasing understanding of the importance of policy and legislative experimentation and innovation in many of China’s reforms. As with reforms and legislation in other policy areas, so far clarification of data property rights has been through a process of trial and error (i.e., Shenzhen experiment). This process of incremental development and prudent experimentation is a promising path forward in establishing a comprehensive legal regime on data ownership in China, as any premature legislation deepening monopolistic control of data resources by internet companies risks stifling innovation and competition.

As Fisher and Streinz have noted, assertions of property claim over data are often invoked by internet companies, and became contentious in response to demands for transparency and calls to share data with broader constituencies. Thus, while new ownership rights over data for data controllers can facilitate contracting over data and can incentivize data generation, prematurely establishing or recognizing legal property rights in data can further entrench the large internet platforms’ control with the authority of law by preventing redistributive measures. This is because existing data holders would use property rights as a shield to exclude others from access. In other words, it will reward those who have already accumulated data and treated data essentially as a res nullius, “things that belong to no one but can be claimed by whoever catches them first.”

Due to the risks of entrenchment, a more cautious “wait-and-see” approach, in the form of judicial rulings, state regulatory guidance, and legislative and policy experiments, is preferable to immature legislation on data property rights. As much of the Chinese consumer data is already controlled by large internet platforms, any new legislation or proposed reforms on data ownership that upholds the status quo could run the risk of stifling innovation and competition.

This more cautious approach does not mean that nothing can or should be done. As noted earlier, there is room for the legislature, the executive agencies, and the courts to provide more structure and guidance on the issue as to how the existing rules of competition law, along with other legal regimes, should apply to data. Attention should also be paid to ensuring that any monopoly rights on data access and control should be carefully limited to ensure fair rights of access and reuse in the public interest.

VI. Conclusion

For many years, powerful internet platforms have taken economic advantage of the “new resource” of data, and society has muddled through without raising serious questions about who “owns” the data and what data “ownership” entails. To date, there is yet a comprehensive, global legal framework on data property rights. Therefore, data holders are often left to rely upon a thin patchwork of laws, including IP law and competition law, to defend their rights. However, in recent years, as today’s economy becomes increasingly big data driven, these existing legal frameworks are proving increasingly insufficient.

In China, as in many other jurisdictions, the issue of data ownership remains unsettled and has provoked heated disputes by private entities over access and control of consumer data. Thus far, the digital economy in China has boomed without clear specification of data ownership. However, the issue of “ownership” can no longer be sidestepped as new and more efficient markets require new rules promoting competition, innovation, and growth for applications of AI and ML. While basic rules have been developed through litigation between private companies under the precepts of anti-competitive law, through government mediation and regulation in high-profile disputes, and through legislative and policy experiments, much work remains to be done before China’s ambitions of a nationwide data market are to be realized.

In the Shenzhen legislative experiment, a pioneering attempt at addressing issues of data ownership, early efforts towards ownership recognition raise more questions than solutions. Therefore, it is advisable for the government to take on a cautious “wait-and-see” approach before premature legislation upholding the status quo risks stifling both innovation and competition. The current pattern of allowing judicial rulings by the courts, regulatory guidance by state agencies, and evidence from legislative and policy experiments to accumulate before codification is
a promising strategy to allay these concerns without becoming too conservative. The Chinese cases presented herein highlight the present absence of effective and unified legal regimes on data ownership and suggest that the lacuna would benefit from careful study of existing rules as well as prudent experimentation.